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1. Executive Summary

In Financial industry, many API are released from bank and IT vendors by improving information technology. Especially, mobile application accelerates promulgation of financial API. At the same time, spreading financial API brings increased information security risk such as leaking bank account information due to lack of financial API standards. In this situation, BIAN and CMU are trying to create API guideline by utilizing SOA based BIAN standard, BIAN Service Landscape in this project. The project team determine API as API contents design, such as what information exchanging in the API. The API classification guideline describes API classification type and classification procedure for each banking business process.

Regarding API classification type, the guideline categorizes the banking businesses process from two angles that are a data type of the business information and a communication type with the other process. First, data type, the guideline uses three Tiers approach that focus on the data structure of each information. Tier 1 (Detailed) is all information of the process are structured data. Tier 2 (Mixed) contains both data types that are structured data and unstructured data, in the process. Tier 3 (Generic) is the other end of Tier 1 that all information are unstructured data. Second, communication type, the type also has three groups, “Machine to Machine (MtoM)”, “Machine to Person (MtoP) / Person to Machine (PtoM)”, and “Person to Person (PtoP)”. The communication type looks at the interaction between two banking business processes.

API classification procedure is determined through CMU team business scenario exercise. They conducted the exercise for 5 business scenarios that contained payment transaction business and loan origination business. This 5 business scenario covers 23 business process; the process is called Service Operation in BIAN Service Landscape. Each Service Operation contains data items, and CMU team evaluated the data to classify Service Operation into each data type and communication type. By iterating the business scenario exercise, CMU team standardize the evaluation process into API classification procedure to expand the study for the other business scenarios.

After analyzing the result of the business exercise, CMU team conclude that API should standardize for each Service Operation. Also, there is relevancy among data types and communication types by classifying Service Operation. Classification of Service Operation converges with three groups, “Tier 1 – MtoM”, “Tier 2- MtoP / PtoM”, and “Tier 3 - PtoP”. Also, they recognized this tendency might change by improving text analytic capability. CMU team experienced iteration of business scenario exercise brings new finding in the project.
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2. Introduction

2.1. About BIAN

BIAN (Banking Industry Architecture Network) is an independent, member-owned not-for-profit association, founded in 2008. More than 60 entities (Financial Institutions, IT Service Providers, and Educational Institutions) have collaborated as BIAN members. BIAN has defined a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) based standard of IT services for the banking industry called the Service Landscape. The Service Landscape is published periodically in collaboration with leading-industry entities with the most recent version being 4.0.

BIAN’s mission is to support the banking industry using a flexible and semantic architecture for banking businesses. BIAN evaluated current banking industry picture that “Banks are enabled to develop their semantic service definitions on a consistent basis through BIAN to enable internal and commercial SOA-based solutions according to a standardized industry model”.

2.2. About CMU Capstone

Students in the School of Information Systems and Management, Heinz College, Carnegie Mellon University, are required to work in a team-based and IT-related project with clients in their final semester. This is called a Capstone Project. The clients vary in type and size: from for-profit to non-profit organizations, from startups to Fortune 100 companies. The project’s objectives and size also vary depending on the needs of the client. Through the capstone project, CMU students contribute to the partner organizations to achieve their mission and, at the same time, have an experience where they can apply their classroom study to real-world scenarios.

2.3. About Project - Project Goal, Project Scope

2.3.1. Problems

There are no common realizable API services available among Financial Institutions. The missing services become the business opportunity for financial technology startups. However, the startups solutions increase information security risk due to the accessing bank with the

---
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non-secure method. In this situation, bank clients and banks need a common standard to prevent the information security issues.  

2.3.2. Objectives

The project team sets two objectives to solve the above problems. 

- To Provide a ubiquitous set of APIs that would enable the innovation that clients seek while retaining security, as well as the telemetry around user activity for banks to tailor and market new products.
- To Produce a set of "technology agnostic APIs" that can be consumed by members of the BIAN community and external to it.

2.3.3. Scope

Following three points are deliverables to achieve the project objectives.

- Technology agnostic API specification to agreed upon level
- Classification of these APIs
- Methodology guide to drive from business architecture to realizable application

2.3.4. Steps

We conducted these four steps to find recommendations for the deliverables. Details of the steps and result are provided on following sections on this report.

Step 1: Choose sample Business Scenarios from each of Structured and Unstructured scenarios.

Step 2: Analysis of chosen Business Scenarios (Section 5: Business scenario)

2-1. List up Service Domains & Service Operations contained in sample scenarios
2-2. Define meta data elements required for sample scenarios
2-3. Map meta data to existing message standards such as IFX, ISO (if applicable)

Step 3: Classify Service Operations into Tier I, II, III (Section 4: Classification of service operation)

(Example of Classification) Tier I - Detailed, Tier II - Mixed, Tier III – Simplified

3-1. Classifying Service Operations into each Tier based on composed data types like a structured and unstructured.
3-2. Classifying Service Operations into general communication types such as machine to machine, machine to person, person to person.

---
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3.3. Map the Service Operations into the 3 x 3 matrix that are Tier and communication data type.

Step 4: Compose Guides for Classification of APIs (Section 6: Conclusion)

2.3.5. Timeline

The project timeline is shown in Figure 2.1 Project Time line.

Figure 2.1 Project Time line

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>September</th>
<th>October</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9/9 Kick Off Meeting</td>
<td>10/20 Mid-term Presentation</td>
<td>12/10 Poster Day</td>
<td>12/15 Final Presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Documentation for Final Report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. BIAN Architecture

The BIAN Architecture is an elemental capability based canonical model consisting of business functions and service interactions that describes all business capabilities in the banking industry. It allows one to develop a high-level design of a solution and can be used to develop a blueprint of an enterprise for business and technical planning. The model can be applied to different technical environments and consistently interpreted by any bank in different implementation situations. Compared to a traditional proliferation of proprietary design, the BIAN standard provides the benefits such as higher efficiency of developing and integrating software solutions for banks, high operational efficiency and capability re-use within and among banks. The BIAN standard also has more advantage over traditional proliferation of proprietary design in supporting the adoption of flexible business service sourcing models and enhancing the evolution and adoption of 3rd party business services.

3.1. Service Landscape

BIAN defines the central objectives for IT in the banking industry are to reduce integration costs and utilize the advantages of service oriented architecture (SOA). BIAN’s mission is to define “a common yet exceedingly flexible SOA framework for the banking industry with the goal of establishing a common language” which “will enable faster, more efficient strategic and operational changes in banks while helping banks to address the key market imperative to drive cost reductions through greater efficiency and organizational flexibility.”

To reach the goals, BIAN’s vision is to develop an elemental capability based SOA to design banking systems, which is different and better than the traditional process-centric SOA. BIAN aims at implementing the SOA as the BIAN Service Landscape, which is currently made up of 280 unique Service Domains identified by the BIAN members. The BIAN Service Landscape is canonical so that it can be consistently interpreted by any bank in various implementation scenarios. The picture below shows the current BIAN Service Landscape.  

---

On the Service Landscape Service Domains are grouped into Business Domains and further grouped into Business Areas. The picture below shows an example of such kind of grouping through showing part of the above Service Landscape. In this picture, the Service Domains are grouped into four Business Domains, i.e. Payments, Account Management, Operational Services and Collateral Administration. These four Business Domains are then grouped into the Cross Product Operations Business Area.
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The development of BIAN Service landscape is a dynamic process, relying on active contribution from all BIAN members. The current version of the Service Landscape is 4.0.1, which was released in 2015.

3.2. Service Domains
BIAN seeks to identify elemental business capabilities that can exist within any bank. The elemental business capabilities are defined at a level of granularity where any further decomposition would cause them to lose unique business context – the capabilities would become utilitarian in nature. Any bank can map any or all of their processes using interactions between these capabilities. The elemental business capabilities identified by BIAN are modeled as Service Domains (SD). SDs represent the finest level of business capabilities of the banking industry. This collection of Service Domains is comprehensive such that any or all business activity of a bank can be modelled using a suitable selection of these Service Domains interacting through their associated interfaces.

All Service Domains follow a two-aspect definition:
1. **Entity** – It is the object acted upon by the service domain. It can be tangible asset like piece of equipment, card, or an intangible asset such as customer relationship or knowledge. Service Domain handles all the activities of the asset throughout its life cycle.
2. **Functional Pattern** – It defines the type of action that can be performed on the asset.

BIAN is maintaining a standard list of patterns that represent these Functional Patterns. Currently identified 20 generic Functional Patterns have been identified after iterative review of Service Domains. Each entity of the Service Domain is associated with one of the 20 identified Functional Patterns. Below is the list of 20 Functional Patterns identified by BIAN.

---

The combination of BIAN Service Domain’s associated entity and functional pattern is called a Control Record\(^{12}\). For instance, this combination could be a single primary functional pattern (for example ‘maintain reference details’ or ‘define and execute a plan’) with an asset or entity type (for example ‘a customer relationship’).

The BIAN Service Domain has the following characteristics:\(^{13}\)

- **Unique Business Purpose** – the Service Domain performs a discrete business role, and does not represent a grouping of similar business capabilities.
- **Elemental** – they are functions that fulfill a discrete non-overlapping business role/purpose. It may have complex internal processing in order to fulfill this elemental role, but from a business concept perspective, it fulfills a single function.
- **Collectively Comprehensive** – taken together the full collection of Service Domains covers all activities performed in Banking. Any or all activity can be modeled as collections of two or more Service Domains interactions.
- **The Control Record** – it defines the business role or purpose of the Service Domain.
- **Full Life Cycle Support** – the Service Domain handles all activities for the control record from its initiation through to final termination or completion of the role. This is an important distinction from process-based models where the entity can be passed along the process chain as it goes through different states. In the BIAN Service Center, the entity remains with the Service Domain, accessed as necessary through service operations, for its complete life cycle.
- **Single and Multiple Instances** – depending on the business role it can make sense to have one active instance of the focus asset (for example a business unit plan) or multiple


\(^{13}\) BIAN Webinar Part 2 –Service Domain, Slide 4
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concurrent Control Record in different states of their life cycle (for example customer
agreements).

- **Short or Long Lifespan** – again depending on the business roles the control Record
lifecycle can be short, for example a customer contact, or very long lived such as a product
specification or design.
- **Service Based** – the business role or function supported by the Service Domain can be
implemented using a service based construct – where all access to the information and
facilities of the Service Domain is by service operation as is all support required by the
Service Domain achieved through service call to other Service Domains.

### 3.3. Service Operations

Service Operations (SOs) are ways by which Service Domains (SDs) interact with one
another in a business scenario. Semantically defined Service Operations are offered and
consumed by BIAN Service Domains. These ensure that the BIAN Service Operation
specifications are implementation agnostic so as to be canonical. Service Operations are
discovered using real world business scenarios.\(^{14}\)

The operational dependency between the communicating Service Domains can be
categorized into four types, which are mentioned here\(^ {15} \):

1. **A two-way exchange** – the response is sent immediately to the calling Service Domain.

2. **A request with an anticipated delay in the response** – The calling Service Domain
continue its work anticipating the response after some time. Calling Service Domain monitors
for the expected response.

3. **A hand-off notification** – No response is expected by the calling Service Domain except
an acknowledgement of the receipt from the called Service Domain. Calling Service Domain
does not have any operational interest after passing the details to the called Service Domain.

4. **Provision of previously subscribed-to updates** – the calling Service Domain has
subscribed to updates from the called Service Domain at some point.

Below are the parameters along with their descriptions, which are associated with service
operations\(^ {16} \):

1. **Identifier** – defines unique tags/identifier that relate to the Control Record instance.

---

Semantic Definition of Service Operations, P. 24.

Semantic Definition of Service Operations, P. 24.

Semantic Definition of Service Operations, P. 25.
2. **Depiction** – contains the payload captured within the message. It is related to the Control Record instance.

3. **State** – the state of the Control Record instance that is passed within the message.

4. **Control** – defines control ‘parameters’ that govern the requested action which also includes the specification of reporting/query details.

5. **Analysis** – contains any tracked/derived values associated with one or some combination of Control Record instances.

The Service Operations can be classified into three tiers described in the chart below. The purpose of this classification is to offer a guideline for BIAN members to design their APIs for their business capabilities under the BIAN architecture. Each Service Operation can be classified into one of the three tiers according to its corresponding input & output parameter depictions. The details of the classification approach will be discussed later in this article.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Structured data as output, simple data processing, two-way communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Structured and unstructured data as output, simple data processing, one-way or two-way communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unstructured data as output, complicated data processing, two-way communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Classification of service operations

In order to design an API, it is very important for us to understand the information that the interface can host. This requires us to look at the service operations from a more granular level and understand the type of information they carry. We have come up with two different classifications of service operations based on communication type and level of detail, that would help us in identifying the information that an API can host.

4.1. Classification based on communication type

1) Machine - Machine: A service operation is labeled as machine - machine when the interaction contains content suited to data fields that may be passed between machines/applications.
   For example: activateCorporateTreasuryAnalysis service operation in the loan origination business scenario mostly deals with research data records and analysis parameters. Service operations of this kind do not require any human intervention. That is why this has been labeled as Machine - Machine

2) Machine - Person / Person - Machine: A service operation is labeled as Machine - Person / Person - Machine when the interaction contains structured forms of data/information that is presented to or completed/provided by a person through the service operation.
   For example: initiateLoanFulfillment service operation in the loan origination business scenario mostly deals with processing requests/updates and amendment forms and parameters, processing activity reporting forms/structured reports. These service operations require human interaction with computers. That is why this service operation has been labeled as Machine - Person / Person - Machine

3) Person - Person: A service operation is labeled as Machine - Person when the interaction contains freeform or unstructured information that may be exchanged between people through the service exchange.
   For example: evaluateGuidelineComplianceAssessment service operation in the loan origination business scenario mostly deals with assessment request description/details, assessment analysis report/results, assessment activity historical and analytical reports, assessment portfolio analysis reports. Such service operations cannot be handled by machines. That is why this service operation has been labeled as Person - Person.

4.2. Classification based on level of detail

We listed down service domains and operations for structured and unstructured business scenarios. Then we classified service operations into three tiers based on the level of detail
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involved with each. We considered identifiers and depictions of each service operation to come up with this classification.

Definitions for the three tiers are as follows:

1) Tier 1 (Detailed): Service operations are classified as Tier 1 when all the identifiers and depictions can be clearly mapped to a data structure. The level of detail in this case is very high.

Example: For initiatePaymentOrderTransaction service operation in the internal credit transfer business scenario, the input and output parameters are mentioned in detail and every parameter can be mapped to a data structure. Therefore, we classify this as Tier 1.

2) Tier 2 (Mixed): Service operations are classified as Tier 2 when some of the identifiers and depictions can be clearly mapped to a data structure. The level of detail in this case is medium.

Example: For retrieveGuidelineComplianceAssessment service operation in the loan origination business scenario, most of the input and output parameters are mentioned in detail and can be mapped to specific data structures. But, there are a few parameters such as GuidelineComplianceAuthorizationRequestDetails, GuidelineComplianceAuthorizationResult etc. that are generic in nature and cannot be mapped to specific data structures. Therefore, we classify this as Tier 2.

3) Tier 3 (Generic): Service operations are classified as Tier 3 when none of the identifiers and depictions can be clearly mapped to a data structure. The level of detail in this case is very low.

Example: For evaluateUnderwritingAssessment service operation in the loan origination business scenario, the input and output parameters are not mentioned in detail and cannot be mapped to a data structure. Example – UnderwritingAssessmentEvaluationResultDetails, UnderwritingAssessmentInputInformation/Credentials etc. Therefore, we classify this as Tier 3.
5. Business Scenarios

BIAN defines a Business Scenario as a suitable selection of Service Domains interacting with each other through their associated interfaces representing a business activity of the banking industry. In other words, business Scenarios are archetypal diagrammatic examples of how Service Domains may interact to address some business events. The BIAN Business Scenarios are not prescriptive or canonical. They are examples to provide context or explanation of the Service Domains’ roles or behaviors. They do not represent precise logic and sequence of tightly coupled tasks as in the case of process representation; instead, they identify the service domain involved and present the high-level service exchanges possible between those Service Domains. The purpose of business scenarios is to discover and clarify the service operation that is exchanged between Service Domains involved in a business activity.

Structured and Unstructured Data:
Data is exchanged between processes in a structured form or unstructured form. Structured form of exchange is when data is exchanged through a messaging standard. This would typically include an IFX or ISO 20022 mapping Messaging standard. The IFX Object Model defines an object as a set of data that is organized according to a consistent pattern, and that supports a well-defined set of operations. ISO 20022 is the ISO Standard for Financial Services Messaging. It describes a metadata repository containing descriptions of messages and business processes, and a maintenance process for the repository content. Both these standards have business processes to map data into messaging format which is exchanged across Services Domains. The following representation is a structured data mapped using a messaging standard.

---
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Unstructured data, is the data that cannot be mapped to a messaging standard to exchange information. It is text heavy and consists of semantic definitions. Example of a unstructured scenario is loan obligation. Many of the information exchanged for this scenario is unstructured and consists of semantic definitions.

**Tiered Classification:**
1. **Identify Business Scenarios**

The Business Scenario identified here **Internal Credit Transfer**. The business scenario is represented in its granular form of Service Domains. Each Service Domain interacts with the other service domains through Service Operation.

2. **Identify Service Operations**

Each interaction in a Service Domain is mapped to a BIAN defined Service Operation. The next step in classification is to identify the correct Service operation. In the above example, the Initiate Payment Order operation is identified as **initiatePaymentOrderTransaction**. This is defined in the BIAN service Landscape.

Each Service Operations has a set of parameters that defines them. The parameters that help identify the type of data that each service operation is used for are **Depictions in input and output parameters**.

For the **Internal Credit Transfer** scenario, consider the **initiatePaymentOrderTransaction** service operation. The following image describes the service operation,
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3. Classify SOs as Tier 1, 2 or 3 based on input and output parameters

The next step in the overall API Design is to classify the SOs into Tiers. Tiered classification helps to categorize the data that is exchanged between service domains.

4. Classify SOs as M to M, M to P, P to P based on called service domain, functional pattern

Each Service operation also belong to one of the following types of interaction, Machine - to - Machine, Machine - to - Person/Person - to - Machine or Person - to - Person.

5. Validate step 4 result by using Likely “artifact” content based on the action term.

6. Set Service Operation into the data tier type and communication type matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier 1</th>
<th>Machine to Machine</th>
<th>Machine to Person / Person to Machine</th>
<th>Person to Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>activateCorporateTreasuryAnalysis</td>
<td>configureDocumentHandlingOperation</td>
<td>evaluateGuidelineComplianceAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activateFinancialPositionTrackingLog</td>
<td>initiateLoanFulfillment</td>
<td>evaluateRegulatoryComplianceAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>executePaymentExecutionTransaction</td>
<td>notifyLoanFulfillment</td>
<td>evaluateUnderwritingAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requestCurrentAccountFulfillment</td>
<td>retrievePartyRegistration</td>
<td>requestSyndicatedLoanFulfillment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrieveCustomerCreditRatingMeasurement</td>
<td>retrieveProduct/ServiceAgreement</td>
<td>evaluateCreditRiskAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier 2</th>
<th>Machine to Machine</th>
<th>Machine to Person / Person to Machine</th>
<th>Person to Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>activateInformationFeedOperation</td>
<td>retrieveDocumentHandlingOperation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>initatePaymentOrderTransaction</td>
<td>evaluateGuidelineComplianceAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>notifyPaymentOrderTransaction</td>
<td>evaluateUnderwritingAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retrieveGuidelineComplianceAssessment</td>
<td>requestSyndicatedLoanFulfillment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier 3</th>
<th>Machine to Machine</th>
<th>Machine to Person / Person to Machine</th>
<th>Person to Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retrieveCurrentAccountFulfillment</td>
<td>evaluateGuidelineComplianceAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>updateSalesProduct/ServiceAgreement</td>
<td>evaluateRegulatoryComplianceAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>evaluateUnderwritingAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>requestSyndicatedLoanFulfillment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Conclusion

6.1. Findings

1) Findings from classification based on metadata's level of detail

- Tier 1 (Detailed): Tier 1 service operation should be designed to accommodate "MtoM" communication type.
- Tier 2 (Mixed): Tier 2 service operation should be designed to accommodate "MtoM" or "PtoM/MtoP" communication type.
- Tier 3 (Generic): Tier 3 service operation should be designed to accommodate "PtoM/MtoP" or "PtoP" communication type.

2) Findings from classification based on communication type

- MtoM (Machine to Machine): the messages handled by an "MtoM" type of service operation require at least one 'structured' metadata
- PtoM/MtoP (Person to Machine/Machine to Person): the messages handled by a "PtoM/MtoP" type of service operation contain at least one 'unstructured' metadata
- PtoP (Person to Person): the messages handled by a "PtoP" type of service operation does 'NOT' contain any 'structured' metadata

3) Possible Patterns of classification combinations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metadata's level of detail</th>
<th>communication type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MtoM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 1 (Detailed)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 2 (Mixed)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 3 (Generic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. Future Research

- Need more classification exercises using other business scenarios in order to verify if the current classifications are applicable for the entire BIAN Service Landscape.
- The terms used for communication type classification (i.e. MtoM, PtoM/MtoP, PtoP) might be reconsidered as unstructured data analysis capabilities by machines improve.
6.3. Lessons and Learns

- Iteration of exercise and analysis bring new finding point
- To make guideline, should focus on apparent common rule, not focus on exception
7. Appendix

7.1. Business scenario

Scenario 1: Internal Credit Transfer

---

Scenario 2: Origination - Consumer Loan - Part 1

Scenario 3: Origination - Consumer Loan - Part 2,3,4

Scenario 4: Origination - Consumer Loan - Part 5
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Scenario 5: Origination - Consumer Loan - Part 5 fulfillment

7.2. Business Scenario Exercise result

Result Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine to Machine</th>
<th>Machine to Person / Person to Machine</th>
<th>Person to Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activateCorporateTreasuryAnalysis</td>
<td>configureDocumentHandlingOperation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activateFinancialPositionTrackingLog</td>
<td>initiateLoanFulfillment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>executePaymentExecutionTransaction</td>
<td>notifyLoanFulfillment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requestCurrentAccountFulfillment</td>
<td>retrieveCorrespondenceOperation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrieveCustomerCreditRatingMeasurement</td>
<td>retrieveDocumentHandlingOperation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activateinformationFeedOperation</td>
<td>initiatePaymentOrderTransaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrieveDocumentHandlingOperation</td>
<td>notifyPaymentOrderFulfillment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrievePartyRegistration</td>
<td>retrievePaymentOrderTransaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrieveCustomerCreditRatingMeasurement</td>
<td>retrieveGuidelineComplianceAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recordDocumentHandlingOperation</td>
<td>evaluateGuidelineComplianceAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrieveCurrentAccountFulfillment</td>
<td>evaluateRegulatoryComplianceAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateSalesProductServiceAgreement</td>
<td>evaluateUnderwritingAssessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrieveGuidelineComplianceAssessment</td>
<td>requestSyndicatedLoanFulfillment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detail result of the following 5 Scenarios are shown in “Appendix Business Scenario Exercise.xlsx”

- Scenario 1: Internal Credit Transfer
- Scenario 2: Origination - Consumer Loan - Part 1
- Scenario 3: Origination - Consumer Loan - Part 2,3,4
- Scenario 4: Origination - Consumer Loan - Part 5
- Scenario 5: Origination - Consumer Loan - Part 5 fulfillment

7.3. References

Detailed information is indicated in footnotes.

- BIAN Website. [https://bian.org/](https://bian.org/)
- Heinz College Website. [http://www.heinz.cmu.edu/](http://www.heinz.cmu.edu/)
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